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DEDICATION
Within this tiny time-worn peanut shell of a world exists a beautiful
indestructible force--a long, steady, unhastened energy which drives little
sprigs of trees into deep-rooted pillars that lift full-blossomed leafy boughs
to pray--a sweeping, billowing, wave-like coercion which magnetizes sleeping, unchristened spirits to goals of profound and total awareness--a
simple pull which turns billions of brand-new infants into the incredulously complicated thinking, reasoning, intelligent beings called men . . .

growth
Every age and every man has tingled with the surge of renaissance,
some in lesser and greater forms . The moment of recognition when one
awakes to the grandeur and glory of light and peace with a few final
blighting scabs of the chasm of darkness falling from the heels--the cry
of release of a human being upon emerging from a three-quarter year
prison--the euphoric progressions of an aged man upon embracing a
fresh idea--the jarring reflections of a young soldier upon putting away
the things of a child--the powerfully intense communique between a man
and his Creator--the shocking enlightenment when a man realizes he has
moved from a negative to a positive attitude . . .

growth
Gurgling springs can be turned into fruitful gushing fountains--picayune pebbles can be transformed into gargantuan king mountains-foreign notes can be turned into glorious symphonies--ugly seeds can
be transformed into magnificent gay flowers. All of nature can flow
with renaissance, every speck of thought can alter, divide, and conglomerate to form a single sacred idea, every thing can change. But only
a man can truly suffer and grow ...

GROWTH
With the happiest enthusiasm, we dedicate THE MUSE to that thing
which turns potential into greatness . . . . GROWTH . We dedicate this
publication of the fine arts to that quality which makes a man from a
child, to the enhancement of that attribute which makes rugged men
sensitive to beauty, to the development of that property which drives
the fetus of vague perception to the birth of full-blossomed human ideas
and archetypes. Finally, we dedicate THE MUSE to the growth of this
institution of higher learning, that this college may flourish into a university thriving in strength and might, unified in integrity and wisdom.

GROWTH
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A MUSE OF OUR OWN OR NO MUSE IS BAD MUSE

by E. M. Liebow

John Milton sang to Calliope,
And Ovid to Erato;
And Pope invoked Melpomene
While deep down in his grotto.
The Greeks invoked the muses
When tragedy was king,
But modern man refuses
To invoke most anything.
Creative hope we need not take
From Thalia or Euphrante,
Or from that surging spring that slaked
The epic thirst of Dante.
The only Muse we wish to praise,
A Muse too long delayed,
Is the Muse you hold before you,
And we hope it's on its way .

4

"... the Poetry of words .. .
the Rhythmical Creation of Beauty .
The Poetic Principle

Poetry is the highest form of communication! It is an expression of man because
man needs to express, embodying the groveling needs and philosophical meanderings
of humanity. Protecting and sheltering the
ideals, hopes, and troubles of a world-civilization of people, poetry is the watchman of
mankind. No child is born, no man suffers
or dies, nothing grows ... without someone,
sometime, somewhere carving it in the flesh
of a heart ... in the beauty of a poem ...

POETRY
5

RETURN TO DOVER
The sea is calm at Dover Beach tonight,
The spray that dashed upon the rocks are gone,
And yet the sleepy waves roll on and on,
As tides tug gently in the pale moonlight.
Come love, down hill to the sand below
And see from afar, the warships moving by.
How willfully and willingly the armies clash and die.
We'll watch and wait and wonder why they go .
For I have swum so far to reach the shore;
To lie in quiet beneath the chalky hill,
And fill the water lapping strangely still,
Remembering peace, when I was here before.

by Kineret Lichtenstein

Illustration by Lawry Gold
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HOLD MY HAND
For you are but a child
With sea-green eyes
And spaces wide as horizons
Lie within your soul.
Undefiled
As the underside of a leaf.
Tender and missing guile.
You calmly attack the mountains
With your sand shovel
Undismayed at the pace
And youth's brief fountain.
Hold my hand
For you are the kingdom
And I tremble at your innocence.

A DAY'S WASTE
For so long I have done nothing that now
I can not find a day - another day to waste.
Now time, in kind acquiescence, nods me on.
I saw direction in love after no-love.
0, I could take my hand with its brush-fingers
and paint the day all over,
putting the right colors, bright thickly on.
I have spent a day too long and grey to stand
with dried palette and drawn pentacle and
let it waste.

by Ann Averbach Salerno

Yet I know somehow
You will win the mountains
Quietly . ..
by Patricia Clark

GRANDMA IN THE NURSING HOME
I saw her there . ..
Withered and subdued.
The shy grin on her vacant face.
Her eyes knew . . . yes they knew.
Great General
Why lie your comrades so
Salient heroes returned from strife
With gaping dry mouths
Sleeping along the last strands of life?
No friendship is here
Only the sharing of desperate endeavor.
No music, just the rhythm of old bodies
Moved in and then away forever.
Groans and crackles
Are conversation here.
Senseless words from scrambled minds,
Their meaning lost to any ear.
Old body placed on a wicker throne.
Awareness here, I see it in her eyes.
Days filled with time grown short.
They come with grudging ties
To taunt the once triumphant queen.
Oh God! What wisdom has she learned?
Was she a dog breeding other dogs
Who also end like this?

When I returned from that unlikely place
I saw her there . . .
Laughing in the bed .
Baby, my sweet one
So warm and dewy still
Like fresh plucked peaches.
The whole curve of life was here
Of time so very short
And fertile peaches withered grown.
Remembering her is never enough,
Not mine, not anyone's
Yet to swing the family vine
And also plop to earth . . .
Or, maybe picked when ripe
Or over-ripe
By what jealous hand?
Once picked ... or fallen,
Does darkness squash the fruit?
Or does knowledge flash in light'ning ease
Too simple for our seeded-pulpy minds?
Sometimes that's the way it is
When truth comes sliding through
With scolding eyes.
Remembering is never enough
I remember a dog I once had .

by Patricia Clark
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The soul breaks its shell in the
quietness of the self.
And searches for light in the recesses
of reason;
Against the pain and press of life
cracks will widen - season after season.
The soul sheds its stringent tears in
the stillness of the heart,
And seeks to salve its wounds in the
comfort of their streaming;
Then amid chactic schemes and shattered
aims, loses its vision's gleaming.
When feet have traveled the broken road
Have faltered when cut and torn,
When spirits have shriveled and dried
Have been splintered and left forlorn,
Then where to turn for quiet, for grace,
maturity and peace?
Or where to grasp the saving straw and
join the promised feast?

HOMEBOUND
Blue burnished plumes,
The clouds that lie
In evening sky,
On melon lake.
The patient plane,
Gray dragonfly,
Across the sky
Its way will make.
It knows, it knows
Where to it goes:
Where lives its own;
How soon is home.

by Agnes Tatera

By the wide and threatening chasm, in
weariness stop and rest,
In the hush of enveloping shadows bravely
climb to the brest.
The soul finds its hope in the quickening
pulse of time,
And stretches to reach its peak;
It gathers joy from the passing days, and
gives no thought to plodding feet.
The soul finds its strength in the constancy of change
And pushes to build its tower;
For it has dimly learned a truth from life
and soon will come its hour.
The soul finds its peace in the sequence
of passing hours,
And uses its imprisoning and unrelenting
thread
To weave a cloth to cover life, there in
to conquer defeat and dread.

THE LAUGH
The laugh broke away
From the tight thin lips
It rolled and chortled
Along the dusty path.
A roar it made,
As it swiftly fled,
Through the deep dark green,
And winding tree
The laugh grew softer,
Yet never stopped,
But the SQund it made
Was scarcely heard
And the tight thin lips
Closed forever.

by R. Codell
The soul finds its release in the transfiguration of the deepest slumber,
And softly rushes to infiltrate perpetuity
and to embrace immortality.
8

by Nona D. Mills

TEMPTATION
To scream with glee in a silent movie theatre;
To steal a gum drop from a candy store;
To tingle with the ultimates of love;
To eat all my food with my fingers ...
To build a dream world in a "real" one.
These are my temptations.
But I am a member of world earth,
And those of the flux
Would stamp me void .
So I confine myself to the expected.
And I am a victim of obscurity.

by Risha Ratkin

A MOMENT IN TIME

IN PRAISE OF PROGRESS

Honey-limed girls leaving pink and white yesterdays
Explode into a blue icicle universe
Abandoning the dusty, fusty texts
For an interlude of sunny frost.

Cobweb mind
Seduced by carbons.
Ash heap
Enswirled by dates and time.
Reduced to sorter and filer
Stranded in mire of deadlines.

The afternoon ball commands only for-never beats
Tarrying the last dances of almost womanhood
In a waltz with one more child-thought
Before double rhythms pulsate disturbing melodies.
A halting promenade slows the moving wind
Erractic laughs pass the music of an hour
On from the trespassed lyric of never, never
To the frantic cha cha of better grades .

by Ma rtha Kissane

Button mind
Leveled by progress.
Stripped plateau
Fitted to mold and cast.
Rounded to near perfection
Bounded and ruled by chance.
Little soul
Mirrored in miniatures.
Sunken valley
Lacking heights and spires.
Reflecting instead of creating
Ranting rather than raging.

SPRING
Naked trees shiver in still bitter winds
As the cloud-hidden Sun tempts
Earth to defrost.
A bud breaks through its node,
Grasping with gum jaws the green, tender wood,
And the ice-caked brook divulges watery secrets to a rick and mud shore
in a babbling conversation to last long into October.
Bulbs buried 'neath the soil push juicy-minded leaves to air,
Destined to sun ta n into rosy-faced flower beds.

by Linda Koser

Defeated life
Destroyed before begun.
Plotted path
Fixed in shapeless state.
Aimed mindless of direction
Racing toward sightless goals.

by Nancy Hale
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COLD WAR
Where are the men we send to war?
What are they really fighting for?
We send these men most any place,
to fightand save our face .
But if our land is safe from strife,
why do these men give up their life?
So far away from friends and home,
it must be sad to be alone.
So why not have these men return,
have them enjoy life's fullest yearn.
Stay out of war and live in peace,
and pad our land like golden fleece.
We'll isolate and segregate,
we will not watch their awful fate.
And by ourselves we'll be as free,
as no one else from sea to sea.
But other worlds will live in pain,
for waiting help is just in vain.
So let's not leave the others die,
we'll be alone, just you and I.
No matter size, how big or small,
we need their help to fight the wall.
So send them help to every port,
for if they die our time is short.

D. C. Hirshman
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"One picture is worth a thousand words."

To capture the incredulous truth of existence, to create a lasting image of a fleeting
idea, to reproduce in exactitude a precious
moment in time--photography in essence.
Images can be carved in the fine oak of
the heart, joyful memories can be embossed
and embellished in foreverness, emotions can
be enhanced and smoothed in the Great
Society's genre of art and communication-photography.

PHOTOGRAPHY
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a photographic essay

by J. W. Veto
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" .. the universal language of mankind."
Outre-Mer

.

All the world is alive with music! Mountains skip with gladness, joyful valleys ring,
the dying die to a rhythmic sadness, and
the noblest and lowest of mankind sings.
Not a day or a moment passes without
song. Nature blows to the beat of the wind,
ideas emerge thumping in the irregular meter
of time, man bobs in the metriqi.l movement
of accented circumstance. All the world is
alive with music!

MUSIC
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QUINTET FOR RECORDERS

AN ANALYSIS

by V.faskierski
Quintet for Recorders, !'MAKE A JOYFUL
NOISE. .. ", was · written by Marilyn J. Ziffrin
in March of 1966. Thi~ composition was dedicated to the Collegium Musicum of ITC-CN and
was first performed during the last concert, Antigua e N uova, on April 1, 1966.
The Quintet for Recorders , "MAKE A JOYFUL
NOISE. .. ", is a single movement serial composition with two sections.
Organization of the composition as a unit
is accomplished through three main devices. The
first of these is the use of a common tone row.
The introduction and coda are especially important in that the coda is the retrograde version
of the introduction which is in turn the original
tone row . Complimenting this is the use, of the
note "g". The "g" in the introduction ( see ex.1)
is predominant as the longest held high note.
The first themes heard in sections one and two
begin with "g". The beginning of the second section is marked with the entrance of the soprano
recorder on "g". Finally, "g" is the only note of
the row missing in the coda.
The use of melodic lines, rhythm and meter
are organized to present a marked contrast in
the two sections.
Among the opposing effects presented in the
two sections, these may be listed. While the first
section' is taken very slowly, the second section
has a quarter-note duration, one-fourth of the
quarter note in the second section. The basic
rhythmic unit of the first section is the eighth
note, while that of the second section is the quarter note. The first section is written with linear
emphasis, and melodic movement of voices in
mind. Section two contrasts with the first in strong
horizontal accompaniment of a single melody line
which itself is heavily accented.
Two devices used in the second section to facilitate this basic contrast are, first a persistent
rhythmic figure in the accompaniment of three
quarter notes followed by a quarter rest, while
the melody line is accented by frequent changes
in meter. In the first section changes in meter
are used mainly to present new versions of the
16

row. The second device used in the second section is a unison section preceeding the transition
to the code.
Although the contrast in the two sections is continuously maintained, the transition section wisely
prepares the listener for the thythmic orientation
of the second section. This is accomplished by
having two voices maintain a constant rhythmic
pattern of accompaniment, while two voices are
given a short melodic motif. ( see ex. 6)
The second section is also marked by the
entrance of the soprano recorder.
A very interesting difference in the two movements exists in the use of the tone row itself.
In serial compositions a row may be used either
as a whole ( all 12 notes in succession) or may
be divided into groups of four or six notes. In
addition, the row -- and therefore any divisions
of it -- may be used in its inversion, retrograde,
or transposed forms.
In the basic plan of the composition given
below the versions of the row are given:

Coda :

~

retr nr r ad e of

oric-inal r ow

j

~

Vi

38\

Tr ansiti , n

to end

~

~

Tnversi on of tra,ns n qg it i on of rot-.r

I

r--1 '

'

Orir;inal row transpose d

c---- __'.!'_T~nsition

t o section two

Inverted retro gr a de us i nc;

s of four
Ori inal retro ~r ade

Inverted retro , rade usin3 c,rou~s_ of,_fot~ ·~

"'§;
lfc

~ .-t

I ntroduction -- ori r.; inal rcw

The original row is given in the introduction,
as stated above. Example One is the tone row,

.,.

with example two the coda ( retrograde of the
row).

In the first section, the row is presented in a
wider variety of ways, as shown below.

Example three shows the original inverted-retrograde version of the row and the manner
in which the row has been divided into groups

of four notes. This version of the row is played
in the tenor recorder at measure 14 also shown.

Example four shows a similar division of
the original retrograde of the row and its notation at measure 21 as played by the second alto.

Example five shows a different division of
the inverted retrograde of the row as found at
measure 33.
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As mentioned above, the transition between
the two sections prepares the listener for the more
rhythmic and accented orientation of the second
section. The contrasting lines explained earlier

are shown in example six. Brackets are used
to show the motific pattern and the snycopation
of an eighth note between the contrasting parts.

In the second section, the row is used mainly
as a whole unit. After the original row is presented (Ex . 7-A), the row is used in its trans-

position ( Ex . 7-B ), and the inversion of the transposition (Ex. 7-C).

ex

1 -4

~ t-~~ ;~~~
)/4_
- - - =-•f--H-L~j p
-_<21=
~

From a technical analysis, it becomes apparent
that the compositional devices used in contemporary composition make sense. The members
of the Collegium Musicum who first performed
18

:t:fr;j

this work agree that the melodic lines derived
from the tone row, the more individual nature
of lines in rhythmic structure, and the whole
"sound" of this composition make musical sense.

"Whatever is, is right."
Essay on Man

The irregular lines of discord throughout the world, the brilliant color of harmony
and fine texture of understanding--all nature
is but art. Every molecule of life and
etching of the universe, put into the truth
of imagination, can find undeniable existence in the supreme master--ART.

ART
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"There is place enough for the pains ofprose."
Ballad ofProse and Rhyme

Prose--the undressed ordinary! It is life
in its unadulterated form, building bridges
between works of art and society. Fiction
expresses the fantastic gamut of human
emotions--from the most profound sorrow , to
giggling contentment, to the ultimate of ecstatic happiness . Words in their most uncomplicated order, only prose can capture
man, and who but a man can capture prose!

PROSE
23

SHAKESPEARE
,Muse:

24

REVISITED

byA. Tatera

Hail, noble bard. Hail, Swan of Avon. Hail, sweet Will.
All hail, thou noblest rhymer of them all.
Shakespeare: Why, 'tis thou, Melpomene. Come ye hither, Muse.
With what a storm of "Hails" thou hailest me.
It is a very hailstorm!
Yet, for the nonce, to hail with all those hails!
Muse:
What, frownest thou? Uncrease that lofty brow--beneath
That shining dome!
Shakespeare: How, now, thou saucy wench, dost think it fair
To twit me thus on my departing hair?
Are not thy job and task for every minute
Now what is on my head, but what is in it?
Muse:
I am so charged.
Shakespeare: Then get thee with it; Jnake with the inspiration!
I've writ so much, my wits are on vacation.
So long have I with ink and quill been toiling,
That naught remains to keep the pot a-boiling.
Muse:
Fear not, I'll not desert thee. I'll keep thee well-supplied
With potboilers
And boiled thus o'ver inspiration's flame,
Thy potboilers shall earn immortal fame.
Shakespeare: 'Tis sweetly spoken. Thou art indeed a dainty wench.
Muse:
Yet can mine eyes into the future see
And visions there behold that do fright me!
Shakespeare: Prithee, what visions? Do thou but relate them.
Muse:
I see--Ah, nay, mine eyes must look away-I see-Shakespeare: Nay, do not stop! Proceed, I pray!
Muse:
A host of school children, a grubby, suff'ring horde-An endless captive multitude of youth, that stumble
Through thy plays
With weary teachers spurring on their tortured steps,
Llke overseers-Shakespeare: Oh, horror!
Muse:
Thy beauteous lines to them are heathen Greek!
Shakespeare: Ah, woe!
Muse:
TlW wit not understood, thy poetry parsed,
The music of thy verse all trampled
To gibberish, by stumbling intonation-Shakespeare: Angels and ministers of grace defend us!
Muse:
Thy thoughts they do not dig.
For twice two hundred years the world hath spun
Upon its course around the sun, and all is changed!
Shakespeare: And I, I am the instrument of this tortune!
Muse:
Yea, 'tis e'en so!
Shakespeare: Tell me, Melpomene, what can be done
To lift this curse that I so innocently
Have brought upon the future generations?
Muse:
Write thou so even those of low I Q may understand;

Speak but in their idiom:
Fill up thy plays with uncouth teen-age jargon,
And thy plots with modem morals!
Get thou help, 0 Daddy-O!
Shakespeare: Alas, I know not how. But stay. Relate
How I can bring my writing up to date!
Muse:
Thou hast writ of Romeo and his Juliet?
Shakespeare: E'en now I thought to tell how Romeo
Did woo the gentle maiden in her balcony.
Muse:
Behold how thou must needs correct the scene
To suit the customs of a future world;
Do thou with patient eyes and ears attendI'll show it thee!
(HERE THE REVISED "BALCONY SCENE" FROM Romeo and Juliet
IS PLAYED BEFORE SHAKESPEARE, IN A VISION.)
Shakespeare: Cease. Show me no more. Away with this vile drivel.
Show me no more, 0 Muse.
My pen to write such stuff must e'er refuse.
Muse:
What, not convinced? Ah, but thou know st not yet all the
dreadful consequences.
Shakespeare: What, is there more? Can aught exceed the horrors thou
hast shown?
A new Elizabeth, her fame to exceed the first,
Muse:
Is on the throne, and Britain's influence
Extends to every land and farthest clime,
Because of four great BUGS uttering hoarse cries,
Their fame exceedeth thine,
And maidens at their sight do shriek and moan,
And swoon away with moonstruck madness.
Shakespeare: Oh, monstrous, monstrous. A plague of BEETLES. Surely,
'tis some warlike device of a heathen generation, to show
their cankered hate of all the world!
(THE BEATLES COME ON THE SCENE)
Shakespeare: They carry lutes and tabors, strangly-shaped.
What, are they madrigal singers?
Muse:
Nay, not exactly.
(WHILE THE "BEATLES" PLAY, SING AND CAVORT, THE MUSE
TAKES VARIOUS ATTITUDES OF TRAGIC SORROW, AMAZEMENT AND DISMAY. SHAKESPEARE COVERS ALTERNATELY
HIS EYES AND EARS.)
Shakespeare: (As the Beatles sing "Yea, yea, yea, etc.") Nay, nay, nay!
(BEATLES GO OFF)
Shake:,peare: ( to Muse)
If such events the future doth protend,
In times of good QUEEN BESS I'll gladly spend
My days, and write exactly as I please;
Mayhap my works will live as long as THESE!
Pointing to departing Beatles)
Muse:
Ah, verily, thou speakest truth, Sweet Will,
For evermore thy plays will fill the bill!
Farewell, though parting be such sweet-sour,
We can't let this go on for another hour!
GRAND CURTAIN

THE DOMESTICATED MAN
by Beverly Shaw
In Boysenberry Hill all the suburban sweet-talk of toddlers and
commuters' timetables tends to lull a guy to sleep. So it was a shock
to my central nervous system when I awoke one spring day to discover that I had become the silent partner in the family firm and
my wife was chairman of the board.
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I began to get the drift during
the slight altercation Marian and
I had that Saturday morning a
few weeks before. ( As my wife likes
to point out, only dogs get mad,
and fights are what you watch
on television.) Marian was dressing for her weekly day off. She
was wearing the blue suit that's
just the shade of her eyes, and
adjusting a white hat on her
bouncy blonde hair. Even after
ten years of marriage I'm a pushover where Marian's concerned,
but right at the moment my feelings were mixed.
"I told you about the Battalion
Reunion Dinner three weeks ago,"
I repeated, inadequately, for the
third time. "What do you want
me to say--'My wife won't let me?'
I added, hoping I looked stern
and serious. Morally I was at
a disadvantage. There I was-tall, dark, and dingy in my usual
week-end ensemble--faded blue
jeans, shrunken tee shirt, and the
sneakiest pair of sneakers you
ever saw.
"Just a moment, Ted Manson,"
Marian said icily, "Celia's my best
friend, and she asked us to her
party four weeks ago."
"It's funny you didn't mention it before."
"I did mention."
"You didn't," I snarled, "And
last year Teddy and Patty had
chicken pox, and the year before
that you broke your ankle."
"I'm a monsterr' She had
switched from cold to hot and the
blue eyes were flashing. "Breaking
my ankle to keep you away from
your Boy Scout rally!"

"Boy Scout rally," I bellowed,
"We went through a war together,
and we made a vow that after it
was over--"
"I know all about it," Marian
said, "And we'll talk about itlater.
I'm supposed to be picking Celia
up right now ." She calmed down
enough to give me a quick kiss
and the order of the day. Patty,
our nine-year old, was having
lunch at a friend's house, Teddy
had requested his usual peanut
butter and jelly, the baby got
his pulverized blue plate special!
Marian mentioned that there was
a new sports magazine for me
to read--after I finished cleaning
out the garage, sanding the book
shelves, and changing the tire
on Teddy's bike. I felt like a
harassed housewife just listening
to that agenda.
She was backing the car out
of the garage before I remembered
the letter. "Wait a minute," I
shouted, "I forgot to tell you about
Al Trevor."
"I'm late," Marian shouted
back, to the accompaniment of
grinding gears .
"Never mind, it'll keep," I
called, and she drove away.
Back in the house I pushed
Teddy's trading cards into a neat
pile on the sofa and sat down to
re~ read Al's letter. It had been
five days on the way from Honolulu, Al Trevor and I had been
buddies>in O.C.S. Then we ended
up in the same Tank Destroyer
outfit and spent most of World
War II within a thousand yards
of one another. About the time
I was back in my blue serge suit

clearing the cobwebs out of my
accounting, Al decided to make
the Army his career.
He was a major now and still
a bachelor, although I seemed
to recall several near-misses. He'd
been assigned to the Army headquarters in our area, his letter
said, and was looking forward to
spending a lot of time with me.
"We'll live it up, boy," he wrote.
He hoped my poker had improved
with the years and added, "How
about those all-night sessions and
the way we used to report for
roll-call with our eyes shut?' The
letter had a postscript too. Reading it reminded me of the nasty
grin Al used to have when he
held aces back to back and I
raised.
"P.S. What's with this Boysenberry Hill, boy? That must
be near Mangled Meadows, or
is it Aching Acres I'm thinking
of?'
I gnashed my teeth over that.
It would be good to see the old
so-and-so again, though. The
morning was half gone so I put
the letter away and decided to
get to work. I tackled a few chores
and served up lunch. Teddy was
out playing, the baby was back
in bed, and I was wiping bits
of carrot off the Wall-Tex when
the phone rang.
"Ted? I'm here--at the station.
Did you get my letter?' I nodded
weakly and sat down, forgetting
the lump of mashed potatoes that
missed the Wall-Tex.
"Hello, Ted?'
The voice
boomed again and I mumbled
a few pleasantries in reply . "I'll
get a taxi and be right over--"
"You don't need a taxi," I said
hastily, "it's only a ten minute
walk." I fought down the impulse
to throw in a few wrong directions.
I suppose we said good-bye
because the next thing I knew I

was scurrying around like a rabbit in a maze. I had fifteen, twenty
minutes at the most, ten if he was
hiking Army-style. The important
thing was to changeclothes--jump
into slacks and a sport shirt, dig
out my magazine, and be ready
to hop in the backyard hammock
when Al arrived. Bad enough
to be a baby-sitter, with outlooking like the lady of the house.
H al fw a y down the hall I
stepped on the baby's SqueakyWeaky mouse and lost four minutes. The baby woke up screaming
and it took assorted patting and
floor walking to make him see
reason. I was still in my jeans,
taking my slacks off the hanger,
when I heard a car outside. I
was at the front door in time to
see an over-sized figure in khaki,
looking like something off the
cover of Time magazine, catapault out of a taxi-cab. Then Al
was towering over me, slapping
me on the back .
"Trigger!" he shouted.
"Tank!" I remembered his old
nickname easily; I felt as if I'd
just been run over by one.
"Good to see you, boy!" Al
was pumping my hand. "You're
looking great r'
The afternoon was more of a
credit than a debit, I decided later.
An errand of great urgency, I
explained, had called Marian
away from home and hearth and
I was helping out. Just for once,
I implied. I took Al on a twominute tourofinspectionandsoon
we were sitting on the patio swapping stories. Later on Al met the
children. They admired his uniform and miraculously remembered their manners. One word
led to another and it was "Uncle
Al" in no time at all.
Our stories got longer and
more involved as the day wore
on. Al's talk ranged from his
experiences in Korea to the high

cost of living in Paris. "Martinis
are passe," he said, when I offered
to make some, "on the continent
it's straight vermouth." My contributions ran the gamut from the
inventory control system I had
just perfected to my handiwork
around house and garden. Even
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to myself I sounded like mother's
little helper. We were having such
a good time, though, that I decided to ask Al to stay for supper.
At that point I remembered there

wouldn't be any unless I started
making the fire for the barbecue.
I assembled all my tools, the
charcoal and kindling, and
started muttering incantations.
Then I happened to glance back
over my shoulder and saw Al
watching me, the sardonic poker
game grin I remembered so well
plastered all over his granite face.
"Say, boy," he drawled, when
our eyes met, "you're quite the
domesticated man."
"Careful," I said, "us chefs are
tempermental." The fire wasn't
burning yet, but I was. The truth
always hurts, to coin a phrase.
The grin faded and he walked
over to the grill and picked up my
poker. "Let me work on it a while,"
he sa,id, "you go rub two twigs
together." Half an hour later the
tantalizing aroma of roasting
corn filled the air. Al sniffed appreciatively and admitted that
Paris offered nothing like this. "A
Hawaiian luau is as close as I've
been to a barbecue in twenty
years," he said, and we were off
on another round of stories.
Marian was the piece de resistance, as Al remarked later.
When she came in, flushed from
a day of girlish gossip and shopping, he jumped to his feet and
all but clicked his heels. N aturally, Marian seconded my dinner
invitation.
Later, over cigarettes and
coffee, Al said casually that he'd
heard there was a big poker game
scheduled for Tuesday nightatthe
Officers' Club. He was planning
to sit in and asked me to come
along. Marian thought it was a
fine idea and that made it unanimous, of course.
The only awkward moment
came when Al mentioned going
to the Battalion Reunion with us.
He was looking forward to it,
he said, having missed so many
past reunions himself. Marian's
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quick glance in my direction
showed she suspected a conspiracy but she said pleasantly, "We
may not be going. We have another date--a very important dinner party."
"Not going? That's too bad,"
Al said politely. Again there was
a trace of the impudent poker
game grin.
I drove Al down to the station
a little while later and was surprised when he didn't refer to
the Reunion again. Instead he
told me how much he had enjoyed the visit.
"Wonderful family you'vegot,"
he said, while we waited for his
train, "Maybe I'll settle down one
of these days."
"Don't say that when Marian's
around," I warned him, lowering
my voice automatically. "AU-married women are born matchmakers--she'll have you tied up
and gift-wrapped before you can
'I might'."
"Marian's quite a girl," Al said
with a wry chuckle, "If it ever
comes up, tell her I've got a
wife all pick out." I must have
looked puzzled because he added
quickly, "Oh, I don't even know
her name yet. But she's waiting
for me--in Paris, or Rome, or
Berlin. She's a career woman
looking for a full-time job--me!"
The military mind in action, I
thought. I could almost see the
poor girl washing dishes to the
cadence count.
At that moment the train pulled
in. We shook hands and said
good-bye. From the bottom step
of the train Al turned and waved.
"Don't forget the game Tuesday,"
he shouted. I nodded vigorously
and waved back.
When I got home Marian was
straightening up the kitchen.
"You put him up to asking about the Reunion," my master's
voice said as soon as I walked

in . We were off again.
"I didn't say a word."
"Well, it's not going to work.
We're going to Celia's party."
She washed the coffee pot with
unusual vigor.
"This year is special. Celia will
understand." I started to pick up
a dish towel, then thought better
ofit.
"Celia won't understand. She's
counting on me to help her." The
sink was getting a terrific going
over.
"How does it look?' I asked,
"Al Trevor in town for the first
time in years and we can't even
make the Battalion Dinner." I
wasn't giving up yet but I could
see we were reaching an impasse.
"It's final--finished . We're not
going!" With that she walked to
the doorway and switched off the
kitchen light, leaving me in the
dark.
Sunday being the Sabbath was
a day of truce in the Manson
household. We both avoided the
subject of the Reunion. Marian
drove the children to Sunday
School while I sat and sulked
over the newspapers. Later in the
week, I thought, I'll try again.
That night when we were getting ready for bed Marian said
unexpectedly, "Al Trevor's really
very nice. It's a shame he never
married." She got that familiar
faraway look in her eyes. "I wonder if he'd like to meet Diane
Bingham." Diane was one of
Marian's sorority sisters. Herfirst
love was social work but lately
the romance had been wearing
thin.
"I dare you," I said.
"What do you mean?' she
asked.
"Let's face it, honey," I said
gently, "This time you ' re out' classed. Al's been through too
many maneuvers to be caught
on a thorn in Boysenberry Hill."

"Diane's very pretty. I don't
see why--" she began.
"Yes, dear," I said, and turned
over and went to sleep.
When I got home from the
office the following night I knew
right away something was up.
The children were silent and spotless and our Monday night menu
had been subtly altered. All my
favorites appeared: steak and
french fries, salad with Roquefort dressing, and a cake a mile
high. I ate like a condemned man,
enjoying it but waiting for the
execution.
"There's a P.T.A. meeting tomorrow night," Marian announced after she had finished the
dishes and joined me in the living
room.
"Ummm," I said. The food was
acting like a tranquillizing drug
and I had been dozing over my
newspaper.
"It's something different--'Back
to School Night.' Sounds like fun,"
she said brightly.
"Sure," I roused myself in an
effort to be sociable.
"It's your turn to go."
"No!" That did it. I was on
my feet and ready for action.
"Absolutely no! I'm playing poker
tomorrow night."
Marian sat down on the sofa
with a sign. She looked up at me
helplessly. "I went last month,"
she said softly, "and I'm working
on a twenty-page report for the
next League meeting."
"No." I tried to lower myvoice.
"Tomorrow is Back to Poker
night. You may quote me."
I stalked out of the room but
I left the light on.
At breakfast Teddy and Patty
were in deep mourning. The next
of kin had been notified, I guessed.
They toyed with their cereal and
didn't even fight over the boxtops.
"But why can't you go,
Daddy?' Teddy finally asked. "We

made things for you todo. You're
going to sit in our seats and do
everything we do--" His voice trailed off when Patty got up and left
the table.
"What did you tell them?' I
asked Marian after Teddy followed Patty.
"That it's your turn to go and
you're not going," Marian said
calmly, "That's right, isn't it?'
"That's right," I said grimly.
When I left for the office nobody
but the baby bothered to say
good-by.
Two stupid errors in my accounting, and one indigestible
lunch later I called home and
capitulated. Not too gracefully.
"I'll go," I said when Marian
answered the phone.
"You don't have to," she said,
in the way of all women.
"I'll go," I repeated, "Tell the
kids."
Then I phoned Al and made
my apologies. A last minute business meeting had turned up, I
explained, and I wouldn't be able
to join him that evening. Al accepted my excuse without comment. We were about to hang up
when he said, "Tell you what,
boy. I'm tied up over the weekend, but how about you and
Marian coming out to the Club
Friday night. There'll be dancing
and I could get myself a date--"
"That sounds swell," I told him,
"We'd love to." Usually I made
a point of consulting Marian
before making any plans. This
time the master of the house had
made up his own mind.
Some practical joker, I have
since decided, must have planned
the P. T .A. meeting that evening.
When Marian had mentioned
"Back to School Night" and Teddy
had m um b 1e d into his cereal,
"You're going to do everything
we do," I'd been too agitated to
take notice.

Along about eight-thirty, as I
was signing my name to the
fingerpainting I'd just made, the
truth dawned on me. Some creature from outer space had come
up with the bright idea of putting
250 parents through the daily
paces of the snowsuit and sniffle
set. I started to look for the nearest exit. At that moment bells began to ring and before you could
say "See Dick run," we were being
marched down the corridor in
twos with a couple of teachers
blocking escape.
I snagged my best suit on the
seven-year old size desk in
Teddy's room and dropped a
blackboard eraser on my suede
shoes. When the teacher told us
to write lists of rhyming words
all I could think of were "struggle,"
"mangle," tangle," and "jangle."
Soon, but not soon enough,
we were on the march again. In
the gymnasium we were greeted
by a young woman who looked
as if she played football for Notre
Dame. She smiled through three
rows of teeth and said:
"We're going to learn a little
dance the chi 1d re n are doing.
Form a circle, please."
She put a record on the victrola and soon half of us were
singing and dancing to the strains
of the "Hoky-Poky." In my half
we were whacking elbows and
anklebones at two paces. I thought
sure there would be a scene when
I gave the woman on my right
a stiff jab in the ribs but the song
went on:
"You put your right foot in,
"You put your right foot out
"You put your right foot in
"And you shake it all about--"
A spiked heel caught me in the
ankle and I became the evening's
first casualty ...
Marian was propped up in
bed reading her 20-page report
when I limped in. With a ribbon
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tying up her bouncy blonde hair
and a ruffied bed jacket she had
never looked lovlier and I had
never cared less.
"Traitor," I growled, hoping I
looked like I felt.
"What's the matter?' she asked,
smiling.
"Oh, nothing," I said airily,
"The school nurse said it's not
broken. She thinks rest and hot
compresses will fix it up."
"You' re hurt," she cried, throwing back the covers and jumping
out of bed, "Let me seer'
I spent the rest of the evening
enjoying ill health.
Late Thursday afternoon Al
called me at the office to remind
me about our date for the following night. He had a car now,
he said, and would stop by for
us. We had hung up before I
remembered I hadn't told Marian
about our invitation. She had
been eating out of my hand for
the past two days and in the excitement the whole thing had
slipped my mind.
"But I'll never get a sitter on
such short notice," was the first
thing she said after I told her
that evening.
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"Leave it to me," I said masterfully, reaching for the telephone
book.
"But I can't, " Marian said
again.
"I know its' short notice, honey,
but I'll take care of everything."
"Ted, please--" She sighed. "I've
got a meeting tomorrow night."
"That's easy. Don't go," I said
blithely.
"It's here." Her voice rose. "An
emergency meeting of the League
and I'm the chairman."
"Call it off," I said, talking
low and steady like a private eye
in a B movie.
"I can't," she wailed, "It's the
last minute. I couldn't--"
"All right, Marian," I said even
lower, "Have fun, live it up with
the League. I'll go myself."
"You could make it another
night--"
"Not this time, I couldn't," I
said, "Al has a date and I'm
wondering if she has a friend."
Even though I had the last
word for the first time in ten
years, it wasn't ten minutes till
I was wishing I could take it
back.
The ladies of the League were
ready to start about the same
time I was. Behind closed kitchen doors I waited morosely for
Al to arrive. In the living room
the chirping settled into a steady
hum as Marian called the meeting
to order. We werecivilizedpeople,
Marian and I, so naturally I
was making the coffee for the
meeting. Al tapped on the kitchen
door and came in as the coffee
started to perk.
"I'll be ready in a few minutes,"
I told him after we said hello.
"I'll just serve up the coffee first."
He shook his head wonderingly,
started to smile and thought better of it. We had talked on the
telephone during the morning and
he already had a pocket-sized edi-

tion of the story.
"Ever tried Irish coffee?' he
asked idly as we lighted cigarettes and sat down to wait. I
admitted I never had. "In Shannon, Ireland," he said, "the few
times I've stopped there--" He proceeded with a blow by blow description of his first encounter with
Irish coffee. "The only thil'lg I
can't remember is whether he used
one jigger of whiskey or two," he
finished.
"Let's live dangerously," I sai~,
"I'll make you some." We experimented scientifically. First I had
Irish coffee with two jiggers of
whiskey and Al tried it with one
jigger, then we switched. After
that things got confused. Marian
insists Al put me up to it but I
remember indistinctly that it was
I who suggested sharing our discovery with the ladies in the living
room. I poured the coffee and
started to stir in the seasoning.
"I wouldn't do that, Ted," Al
said from far away. He had a
far away smile on his face, too.
"A little eye-opener," I mumbled in reply, "That's what they
need--a little eye-opening. Shot in
the arm and all that. Cheers r•
I kicked open the kitchen door
and made my entrance. Not a
cup quivered as I balanced the
tray on one outstretched palm
and made straight for the coffee
table. I deposited my tray deftly.
"Good evening, ladies," I said
grandly, smiling at them first individually, then collectively, "Awfully warm for a weeknight.Have
some coffee--special recipe--been in
my family for generations." I started passing the coffee around.
"Just what you all need--a little
eye-opener," I said, lingering here
and there to see that they got
started. When one unfortunate woman attempted to slow me down
with a haughty stare I stopped
her cold. "Who'd baby-sitting with

your husband tonight?' I asked
her politely.
Then I sat down on the arm
of Marian's easy chair. "How are
all the Afghans tonight?' I inquired brightly. " I can remember
when an afghan was something
a woman knitted ... or is that
Pakistan?' Marian pinched me.
"I'm leaving,". I said. I stood
up and waved my hand, narrowly
missing a table lamp. "Stay as
late as you like." I winked, "I've
got a date." I weaved into the
kitchen where Al stopped laughing
long enough to collar me and
hustle me out the back door.
"Why didn't you warn me?'
he asked, as he steered me toward his car. "I would have
brought reinforcements."
Dawn was rearing its rosy
head when I tiptoed into the
house. At two o'clock Al had
suggested we call it a night but
I had refused. But on the long
ride home-"What am I going to tell Marian?' I asked Al nervously.
"Tell her the truth," he said,
"Honesty is occasionally the best
policy."
"She'll never believe me," I said.
"She probably won't," Al
agreed callously, "The important
thing is--are you sorry?'
"Well, of course--" I looked at
him to see if he was joking but
his granite face was impassive.
I learned back on the seat and
tried to think. All I came up with
was a splitting headache.
Now it was zero hour--5:30
A.M. to be exact. Carefully I
closed the front door and started
quietly toward the stairs. I came
to a shuddering stop when I spotted Marian, still dressed, sleeping
in the big easy chair. Taking a
long, deep breath I leaned over
and touched her gently on the
shoulder. She stirred restlessly
and opened her eyes.

"Tedf' she said, suddenly wide
awake, "I've been so worried."
"Honey, I'm sorry," I paused
for another deep breath then
plunged right in. "I'm sorry about
messing up your meeting and the
coffee, but as for the rest--" The
water was fine so far.
"Oh, Ted," Marian was crying
now. "I thought you were gone
forever! Out all night with that
Al °Trevor and some strange girl."
"There weren't any girls, ~e
just had a few drinks and found
ourselves a poker game."
"I don't believe you," she said,
now running true to form, "You're
just trying to make me feel better."
I explained that Al had canceled
his own date and vetoed my whole
idea. Marian didn't seem to be
listening.
"You're a heel and a cad and
a couple of other things." She
got up and put her arms around
me. "But I'm glad you're back."
"I'm glad you're glad," I said
as I kissed her.

That wasn't the end of it, of
course. Boysenberry Hill is still
buzzing and it will probably take
a new tax referendum to turn off
the talk. The next day Marian
remarked that she was still on
the lookout for evidence, lipstick
traces or a few stray hairs, and
I began to worry again. I was
relieved when I overheard a telephone conversation between
Marian and Celia Crane later
that day.
"You know we'd love to come,
Celia," my wife was saying sweetly, "but that's the night of Ted's
army dinner and he told me about
it weeks and weeks ago. I don't
know how I ever forgot." It was
so realistic I almost believed it
myself.
Naturally, Marian wouldn't
consent to our going to the Reunion with Al. He was still high
on her list of subversive characters. I warned Al in advance, so
last night at the Reunion he kept
a discreet distance during dinner

and the first hour of dancing.
Marian was having so much fun
by that time she forgot to frown
when he cut in on us. As I left
the dance floor I heard him say:
"My sword, madam, I surrender unconditionally."
They were talking so animated1y when the music stopped that I
knew his surrender had been successful. I couldn't imagine what
he had told her. After all, I'd been
working on the deal for almost
two weeks. They walked over to
join me and Marian's expression
reminded me of Caesar and Alexander, and Grant after he took
Richmond.
"I was telling , Al," she said,
her blue eyes sparkling, that what
he needs is some nice girl to settle
him down--someone like Diane
Bingham. And he said he'd love
to meet her."
I looked at Al in amazement.
He nodded and grinned. I couldn't
be sure if it was the old poker
game grin or just the ghost of it.
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A TIME TO DIE
by Patricia Clark

32.

A warm and pensive breeze sifted through the large open window
which slid to one side in the kitchen. It carried with it the fertile smell
of new leafed oaks and strong black earth. It was lovely here thought
Mary, if only there were time to enjoy it. Time seemed such a huge
word in her mind and carried with it connotations of running after
something forever slipping away.
The usual morning scatter lay
belly in the blade from so much
all about the house. She moved
sharpening, were they gone too?
through the tasks with hurried
Did the bells still ring from the
surety, her mind jumping ahead
church tower across the alley?
to the next task and measuring
It seemed that since Grandma
it against the time alloted. Order,
had gone this whole small world
that was a woman's role. Her
must disappear too.
mind, rebelled at the meagerness
She had not been able to musof it.
ter the courage to visit her in all
This was the day she would
this time. Finally, desperately, she
go to see Grandma. It must have
resolved to go . She swept the
been a year-and-a-half since she
baby up and ran upstairs to put
had see her last in the home on
her in the cherry cradle }oe had
Lauter Street. She and Joe had
made for their first daughter.
sunk into the mohair sofa up to
On the way there her thoughts
their waists making small talk.
ran to this hard-thinking clan
Grandma had looked outthelong
which was Grandma's. Everynarrow window covered with lace
thing must be covered over never
curtains stretched as crisply as
alluded to. They accepted Grandwaffles . The old house had a specma's confinement in a nursing
ial small of egg coffee, and stored
home matter of factly and alooftly.
linens; she could smell it still.
But, she knew it must be horrible
Since then the hard old Gerfor Grandma to be there away
man woman, who would pull her
from everything she loved .
rocker over to the wall and wash
As she drew up to the weary
just so high, had given up. George
building which was Grandma's
her last child of the nine, who had
last home she glanced at the lake
returned home to live after afutile
which tumbled about with cold
marriage had left. Grandma could
aloofness .
never accept this. She no longer
The central room was heavily
ate or cared much. The daughters,
panelled with a staircase ascenthemselves growing old and cripding on one side. It must have
pled with their father's bequest
been lovely at one time but now
of arthritis, could no longer care
it was just plain tired. A desk
for her.
flanked by two old benches in the
Grandma, is it possible you're
center of the room was uninhibited
no longer at home? Couldn't I
for the moment. Off in one corner
find you again in the massive
was the entrance to a larger room
old rocker where you rocked each
from which weird noises emerged.
of my boys as if they were fragile
Mary looked in quickly and then
little birds, clucking in that loud
away afraid of seeing but having
hoarse voice. The old round table
to see. A withered creature, unGrandpa made, the unmatched
recognizable as man or woman,
chairs, and the knife with the
was making the noise. The sunken

head stretched with shiny speckled
skin was thrown back on the
pillow and the only thing really
prominent was a huge hole of a
mouth with the lips pursed inward. This was the cavern from
which the rattling emerged. Thank
God it was not Grandma. She
wanted desperately to run, run
as far from this unlikely place
as possible. Heart pounding, she
moved across the room toward
some French doors. Then she saw
Grandma!
There she sat in a green wicker
chair. The white hair was drawn
back in a bun but the withered
face was startling. It was as if
an artist had cleared his canvas
of all embellishment and left only
the main outlines. Here was
Grandma picked right down to
the bo·ne. There were the blueblue eyes and the two lone teeth
emerging on either side of the
jaw. She had a sheepish shy grin
on her face, almost embarressed
that she should be seen like this.
Stern matriarch that you should
come to this! Mary ran to her,
tears welling her eyes, and kissed
the dry cheek. "How's that little
girl?' Grandma asked in the old
cackle. "Fine, fine", Mary said
looking away quickly.
Mary pulled her gaze from the
poor form and looked out the
window at the blank brick wall
of the adjoining house. On the
ledge above Grandma's bed were
propped a couple of old cards.
This was all she could see in the
room that belonged to the old
woman. She recalled that they
had said Grandma sent every
plant or gift away as if denouncing everything and everyone. This
was all she retained ofotherdaystwo cards. She wanted to question
her but couldn't find the words.
When she looked back to
Grandma she had closed her eyes
and seemed to be sleeping. Sud-

denly, as she was about to leave,
Grandma opened her eyes and
looked at her for what seemed
a long time. There was no accusation in the look but only a
quiet resignation like a child who
quietly accepts banishment. With
a start, she realized Grandma
had grasped her hand. In a barely
audible whisper she said, "It's such
a little time, Mary, such a little
time; you'll see." Mary looked at
her puzzled, but she didn't go on
just closed her eyes again wearily.
As she pulled into the drive
she was still pondering Grandma's words and wondering what
she had tried to tell her. When
she entered the house the baby
was crying. Mary hurried up the
stairs and looked into the room.
The moment the little one saw
her she stopped crying with a
gulp and smiled. Her arms and
legs pounded out her welcome.
Mary reached into the cradle and
held her close. With a pang she
felt the firm warm body like fresh
peaches. For a long time she clung
to the child smelling the warm
fragrance of life.

Then she knew, at last she
saw it. The whole pattern of life
fell into place with a thud. You
too, baby, you too will ripen,
breed, and wither like a blossom;
but once, just once. She had seen
it all within the space of one

afternoon, and knew it was something never to be forgotten . "Such
a little time, such a little time."
A time for everything, a time to
live and bloom, a time to wither
and die. Grandma had known
this, and had picked her own time
alone.
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THE BIRTH
by Nona D. Mills

/

"You can wait in here," Mr.
Blackman. The nurse smiled
knowingly as she pointed John
Blackman to a chair in the waiting
room . Fumbling for his tobacco
pouch somewhere in the recesses
of his weird attire, John breathlessly said, "Thank you."
He watched her as she left
the room. She walked effortlessly
and quietly. Taking a deep breath
and savoring the taste of the first
puff on his old stand-by pipe,
John lost himself in a memory.

He had known only a few women who had walked with such
ease, grace, and poise. His wife,
the last of these women walked in
the same beautiful fluid fashion.
Her voice was beautiful too. It
was soft,well modulated,controlled,and carried an underlying
musical quality in expression. Her
features were smooth and well
formed. He had been caught by
her simplicity and freshness of
form. He had found out that her
name was Amy Stone and she
lived alone at the Arms Apartment House. There were a few
office working girls among the
tenants in the building which catered to the nurses ordinarily.
Because it was just six blocks
from the hospital the nurses were
provided with door to door protection from six o'clock in the
evening to seven o'clock in the
morning. John discovered all this
when he began dating Amy. A
chance remark to his friend Andy,
whom he had come to visit in the
hospital led to Amy typing a series
of chemical analysis reports in
her spare time. She did this kind
of extra work while finishing her
last year of graduate nursing.
Amy was specializing in anaesthesiology. That had been a very
profitable spring and summer.
Now here he was at the hospital
again waiting this time to see
Amy. John walked to the window
and stood looking out at the purple hued evening edged in orange,
blue, and crimson ribbons of sun
rays. The rays were losing themselves behind the dusky skyline.
Amy panted and felthermouth
go dry. She was very glad that
she could face this episode in her
life with objectivity as well as with
unbounded subjective happiness.
The doctor had been in and left
after a brief examination. He had
assured her that everything was

coming off on schedule. Amy too
realized that in another hour she
would have accomplished her
goal for this year. She thought
then of John. He would be standing looking out the window, puffing on his old trusty. In times
of stress or deep happiness this
was the way of concentrated contemplation. How happy they had
been that first spring and summer.
In recalling their first impressions,
Amy always remembered the first
outing they had taken. Quite by
accident it had happened. To save
John some time, Amy had offered
to meet him at the park entrance
about twelve blocks in the opposite
direction to her apartment. John
could catch the special bus at this
point and save forty-five minutes
for his lunch hour at the other
end of the journey.
Something unforseen happened during the morning at
John's laboratory and whenAmy
met him he shyly explained that
he had the afternoon off. He had
asked, "Would you care to take
a walk with me through the park?'
Amy, wondering about the
chances in life answered quietly,
"Oh yes. That would beverynice."
She had just that morning done
something that she had never done
in her years of nursing. She had
asked for the afternoon off. She
was equally surprised when her
supervisor had readily agreed.
6he and John had walked slowly
through the park. They watched
some children at play, bought
ham sandwiches and cokes, and
talked about many things of common interest. Amy recalled,
however, that each time they approached the subjects or philosophies involving racial attitudes,
characteristics, and backgrounds,
John would have little to say. In
fact, he would almost too quickly
change the subject. Secretly Amy

was glad of this because she had
some hesitancy to speak on the
subject also.
Amy's thought was bro ken
abruptly as another paid struck
in an agonizing yet strangely psychologically pleasing way. She
giggled after it had passed, thinking, "I must be crazy. Who could
think these pains are really a part
of being happy. Well-- I guess
I am, because I do." She flexed
her fingers, brought her knees
up as far as she could let them
down outwardly, then reversed
the order. She lay still for a minute. When the next rhythmical
wave had passed she pushed the
buzzer. The nurse came in the
door and smiled.
"Well, how about it now" she
asked. "Now-it's time now," answered Amy. The nurse began
pushing the bed-table on which
Amy lay out of the room and
down the hall.
The door made a slight noise
and John turned quickly. •It was
a second or two before he realized
where he was. He had been lost
in reverie. He had felt Amy standing with her back snuggled against his left arm. They stood
this way often, enjoying scenery,
waiting at bus stops, or looking
out of their apartment window,
as they thought together or separately. It was the way they had
stood on the observation deck of
the Tower Building on that special day. Manypeopleweremilling
around, but softly and quietly
John had asked, "Amy, will you
be my wife, starting tomorrow
morning?' Without a pause in
thought or time, Amy had answered, "Y es--oh Yes, I willr' They
had gone to the little chapel in the
hospital with the minister and
been married at ten-thirty the next
morning. John's friends, Andy
and his wife Janine had been their
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witnesses, and attendants.
If when they stood so, they
thought separately it never seemed
to matter. The closeness of their
bodies and spirits always had a
melding effect. At these moments
of divided thought John would
want to tell Amy about his greatest problem. He could not find
the words. And somehow he felt
that Amy wanted to speak to him
of something deep within herself
too. It was out of just such a
moment that they had decided to
write letters to each other. They
decided also to read the letters
at a time to be chosen by Amy.
John thought further about the
time when Amy had told him of
her expected stay in the hospital.
They had spent a lovely few moments at the window. It had become somewhat of a ritual to stand
for a few minutes after the dinner dishes were finished and before the evening chores, work or
pleasure was begun. Often the
evening was devoted to sharing
over and over again the joys of
wooing and winning the deep love
and affection that they held for
each other.
John reached for his tobacco
pouch again and touched the
letters. Amy had chosen the time
of reading to be after her period
of travail and before the results
were presented to John. There
existed a feeling in John and he
felt it existed in Amy too, that
each had chosen to write of their
love as well as their inner problems. The nurse who had come
in the door said to John,
"Come this way, please, Mr.
Blackman." She did not offer any
information. Amy had asked that
she be allowed to tell John first
about their first-born. Being
friends with most of the staff, they
had smilingly agreed that it
should be so. John stuffed pipe,

ashes and his hands in to his
jacket pockets and went hurriedly
down the hall behind the nurse.
Amy could not even count the
minutes between pains any more.
After a few minutes of final preparation she heard the doctor say,
"Ah,--so what have we here." With
that statement Amy wished with
frantic emotion that she had told
John her secret instead of writing
it. Tears of fear and frustration
came, but they were soon supplanted when she heard the gasp
and cry of her baby. Her joy
would cover the sadness and she
knew that she and John could
overcome all obstacles. Amy
asked all the questions that new
mothers list for such a time as this.
Receiving the answers she announced that she was ready to
see her husband.
As he had walked down the
hall John was overwhelmed with
the enormity of the secret that
he had withheld from Amy. It
must be faced now with calmness and objectivity. He entered
the room and rushed to Amy.
They held each other soundlessly
letting their love encompass them.
At last John held Amy's face between his hands and kissed her
tenderly on the eyes, and then
on the lips. Only then did Amy
tell him of their new and beautiful
girlchild. When she had said these
things, John drew the letters from
his pocket. Seriously and quietly,
they began to read. At a point
in her letter Amy looked up and
reached for John's hand. Immediately and with much emotion
showing in his face, John crushed
his letter into his pocket and
gathered Amy fiercly in his arms.
"Oh my darling, my darling,"
he whispered over and over.Amy,
with tears streaming down her
face could only smile and murmur, "I love you, oh--I love you.

I'm so glad, so glad." John and
Amy heard the door open. They
parted as the nurse came in and
laid a beautiful dark haired baby
girl in Amy's arms. Amy looked
at her daughter then presented
her to John. John looked at his
lovely daughter and at his amazing wife. He held Amy's hand as
they talked of the baby and finally of the new knowledge they
had of each other. Because of
the letters they need never carry
secrets again. They could now
be as completely one as possible
for two individuals, because of
the truth admitted in the letters,
and becavse it was the same for
both of them. Loving each other
so deeply they knew that together
they could give their child the
heritage that should have been
theirs to cherish. They also understood that their problem of race
was not solved simply by admission to themselves. But together they could and would build
on it to make a better and more
secure life for little Amy and the
others to be born.
John went to stand at the window, only chewing on his pipe
out of deference to the younger
Amy. He said, "Our Amy's birthday will always represent a new
kind of birth for us . Perhaps we
can work with deeper appreciation
and understanding toward a good
life for our own and others as
well." Amy nodded, smiled, caressed the baby and began the
wait until she could stand with
her back snuggled against the
left armofherwonderfulhusband,
John Blackman.

Illustration by Marilyn Griffin

SHADOWS
by Carol Carlson

Two double doors burst open,
belching bun d 1es of pushingshouting-watch where you're
going-children. Big fluffy flakes
were floating-settling on nose and
lashes-frosting the world so that
trees, houses and people looked
like fancy ginger cookies.
Rough and tumbles, snow
angels and flurry fairies ran helter skelter through the playground. A whole afternoon in
which to play-slide-sled-fallinand
on the snow.
I was me-free to stick out my
tongue and catch one of the snowflakes, or kill many with a hot
breath on a gloved hand.

The playground fence was a
lace petticoat, floating at the edge
of the school. Walking along it,
I plucked plotlets of snow from
the metal-threw them upward and
watched them drift down.
Someone came running,
squeaking the snow . Black loafers-salt stained-levis with wet patches and snowball filled hands.
Ducking, I pulled back from
Dwayne, my brother's friend. He
ran past me shouting, intent on
some game.
But it's snow to shovel and
snow to blow, grumble and mutter, sputter and fume, grownups!
She was shoveling, uncovering her car, jeered on by small
boys with armfuls of snow. Turn
around-shovel-turn
back-twicethree times-uncover again. Shoo
away-shoo-but they returned again and again.

Hoarse yells and shrill whistles at the corner-fight-fight-come
on . Boys were crowding and more
came running. And there was
Dwayne and then he was gone.
I ran too, pushing my way.
Miss Sterling held Dwayne by
the ear and was slapping himshouting-screaming. Lurching off
balance, both fell-she on top-he
face down. Grasping his head,
she knocked it on the pavement.
It thudded. She knocked it again
and again-over and over.
Blood was dripping from his
forehead and his nose was shapeless.
Some tried to stop her, yellingmore off to Mr. Drewer' s officeand others tried to pull her off.
Nothing-she kept poundingshouting-screaming-why foesn't
she stop?
Some boys were crying and
someone was sick.
Running running who's coming-Mr. Drewer.
He pulled Miss Sterling off
Dwayne and all was quiet. Up
slowly-and his arms and legs
dangled-gently across the playground to the office and a shut
door. An ambulance came shrieking and his parents were there.
It was tomorrow and school
was forgotten . Little clusters stood
talking. Then came Mr. Drewer,
grim, and official. Assembly-and
quiet faces turned toward Mr.
Drewer' s big man. Introduction
and no applause-empty wordsresults of an investigation showshe said-assalt-self defense. Those
who saw knew otherwise-but who
believes a child?
Her story was accepted and
she was allowed to return to
teaching-let off with a warning
and a reprimand-but Dwayne is
blind.
Still teaching and today it
snowed.
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A simple "Thank You" is not enough to express our deepest gratitude
to the many people who have made this magazine possible. Let our
thanks be this publication, our special thanks to:

Mrs. Berniece Zimmerman
Mr. Frank J. Fritzmann
Mr. Ely M. Liebow
The Interim
Helen Wislinski

All our patrons, our sponsor Dr. Jacqueline Krump and the many
others who have encouraged and guided us.

The Muse is published each trimester by the students of Illinois Teachers
College Chicago-North. It is composed of Poetry, Photography, Music,
Art, and Prose submitted by the faculty and students of this College.
Entries for publication in future editions of the Muse should be sent to
the Muse in care of Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North, 5500 North
St. Louis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60625.
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